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There are many opportunities to improve your
digital marketing to grow revenue and increase
customer engagement. The challenge,
however, is picking the right tactics to focus
on that will provide the most uplift with the
least amount of effort and, more importantly,
will not compromise the future growth of
your business. Mapp has put together a list of
100 straight-forward and easy-to-implement
digital marketing tactics that are proven to
deliver results. You just have to pick what your
objectives are for the next 12 months and this
playbook will guide you through the strategies
you should focus on.

These marketing tactics fall under
4 categories:
Acquire, Nurture, Grow, and Retain

ACQUIRE NEW CUSTOMERS
Bringing new customers in is essential for any business; big or small, old or new. Acquisition is one of
the primary objectives for any marketing team. The goal is to set up an acquisition strategy that will
allow your company to effectively and systematically attract and convert new customers, in order to
maintain a healthy bottom line. However, 61% of marketers say generating traffic and leads is their top
challenge – that’s where our proposed tactics can help.

NURTURE NEW CUSTOMERS
Acquiring new customers is great but getting them to buy the second time is even better. A second
purchase is a great step towards becoming a high-value customer. What’s more, it is significantly
cheaper to get existing customers to buy twice than finding new customers altogether. In fact, the
probability of selling to an existing customer is 60-70%, while the probability of selling to a new prospect
is only 5-20%. Now is the time to build a relationship throughout their journey with your company,
engaging them with relevant information at each stage. You want to actively move prospects through
the funnel until the point where they become repeat buyers.

GROW EXISTING CUSTOMERS
Regardless of what industry you are in, most marketers find that around 80% of their revenue comes
from 20% of customers. Existing customers require and, more importantly, deserve a preferential
treatment to show that your company values them. Not only will this ensure a consistent and
predictable revenue stream, but will also prevent your high value customers from engaging with your
competitors. So, it’s your job to help customers see the value of your product or service to encourage
their continued business with you.

RETAIN EXISTING CUSTOMERS
Retaining existing high-value customers is key. If you are focusing most of your marketing efforts
on acquiring new customers, you are missing the trick. Increasing customer retention rates by 5%
increases profits by 25% to 95%. The goal is to turn one- or two-time purchasers into loyal fans who
will act as advocates for your brand. The magic bullet here is the customer experience; a positive
experience is guaranteed to boost retention.

ACQUIRE

EMAIL

#1

WELCOME

DESCRIPTION
 elcome new newsletter subscribers with
W
an email or a sequence of emails. The best
practice is to keep new subscribers in a
7-day nurture sequence focused on driving
the first purchase.

Value
 rive the first purchase and enrich the customer
D
profile with additional intent-based data.

ACQUIRE

#2

IN-STORE

DIGITAL
RECEIPTS

DESCRIPTION
 ffer email receipts to customers buying
O
in-store. This provides them with peace of
mind in case they misplace their receipt and
want to return an item in the future. This can
be done directly through POS or with a digital
receipts vendor that provides a simple
plug-and-play solution.

Value
Increase newsletter subscribers through 85%
opt-in rates.
Identify brick-and-mortar shoppers.
 easure impact of digital campaigns to
M
in-store transactions.

EXPERT
TIP

• Newsletter subscription is an
indication of intent. Make sure to
have at least a 3-stage welcome
nurture sequence to maximize the
likelihood of subscribers making the
first purchase.

ACQUIRE

#3

LANDING PAGES

COMPETITIONS

DESCRIPTION
 aunch competitions that reward customers
L
for interacting with your brand and products
across a variety of channels. Examples
include picking a favorite product, product
registration, social media engagement, etc.

Value
Accelerate newsletter subscription growth
 each audiences that were previously
R
unavailable to you

ACQUIRE

WEBSITE

#4

DATA CAPTURE
OVERLAY

ACQUIRE

#5

IN-STORE

SCRATCH
CARDS

ACQUIRE

#6

SOCIAL

TWITTER
CARDS

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
 apture anonymous web visitor data during
C
key stages of their journey. Focus on journey
stages where the intent to complete a goal is
significant, but you are unable to establish the
identity of the visitor to re-engage them via
email or mobile push.

Value
Increase your newsletter subscriber database
Enrich customer profile data
 ptimize and save paid media
O
retargeting budget

EXPERT
TIP

• Ensure your marketing automation
audiences are in sync with the
website overlays, that way you are
not interfering with the experience
of existing high-value customers.

 ive your in-store customers scratch cards
G
with every purchase to win exciting prizes.
Scratch cards require less effort from the
customer, as they don’t have to provide an
email address at the point of sales. But their
instore transactions can still be associated
with their digital profile as the barcode of
each unique scratch-card will be scanned at
the POS to allow the transactions and email
addresses to be matched.

Value
Enhance the customer experience
Increase cross-channel purchase rates
Identify brick-and-mortar shoppers
 easure the impact of digital campaigns to
M
in-store transactions

DESCRIPTION
 apture leads for prospective customers
C
directly from Twitter with Twitter Cards. These
dynamic ads will automatically push the
customer’s email address to your marketing
automation platform, such as Mapp Cloud.
This is only recommended for high value
products and goals that justify the premium
cost per lead charged by Twitter.

Value
Increase goal completion rates by providing
customers with a frictionless experience
without leaving Twitter

ACQUIRE

#7

LANDING PAGE

INTERACTIVE
PACKAGING

ACQUIRE

#8

OPTIMIZE

TV ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION

ACQUIRE

#9

LANDING PAGES

SURVEY

DESCRIPTION

Add a call-to-action on the product
packaging via a URL or a QR code to get
customers to sign up for a competition,
unlock additional capabilities, or register
for an extended warranty.

 urvey newsletter subscribers or create a
S
survey-based competition to learn more about
newly acquired leads. The survey responses
are a rich source of data for welcome sequence
personalization, ensuring your subscribers are
exposed to highly-personalized experience
from Day 1.

Value
 ngage with active customers with who
E
you may not have a direct relationship

Value
Decrease average time to first purchase

Increase Customer Life Time Value

Enrich customer profiles

DESCRIPTION
 nalyze the impact that TV advertising
A
has on website traffic and attribute onsite
conversions to TV advertising campaigns.

Value
 ptimize TV advertising spend by channel
O
and program

EXPERT
TIP

•P
 ersonalize the onsite experience
in real-time to reflect the products
advertised by your competitor on TV.

EXPERT
TIP

• Use images wherever possible.
Image-based surveys get 80%
more responses.

ACQUIRE

#10

PAID MEDIA

LOOKALIKES

ACQUIRE

#11

SMS

SMS TO OPT-IN

DESCRIPTION

ACQUIRE

#12

IN-STORE

IN-STORE LEAD
CAPTURE

DESCRIPTION
 apture consumer details in-store when they
C
interact with the sales rep, allowing them to
choose between completing the transaction
online or coming back at a later time. In-store
tablets can capture customer details, as well as
the information about products browsed. This
can be used to send a personalized message
to the customer with links to buy the product
online at their convenience.

 reate a lookalike audience based on
C
customers that interact with specific
products in your email campaigns and target
them with relevant promotions. For example,
if a specific product had an exceptionally high
click-through rate, promote this product on
Facebook targeting similar people that
engaged with the email promotion.

Value

Value

 ptimize paid media spend for
O
acquisition campaigns
Increase action rate for paid media campaigns

DESCRIPTION
 rive people to sign up to competitions or
D
communications via SMS. It’s a quick and
effective way to capture customers on the
go. This works exceptionally well when you
only have the customer’s attention for a short
period of time. For example, OTT advertising
in elevators, bus stops, trains, taxis, TV, etc.

Value
Increase goal completion rates by providing
a very simple call to action
 apture both email address and mobile
C
number from a prospect

 otivate in-store staff through providing
M
commission when customers choose to check
out using the most convenient method for them
 ttribute online conversions to in-store
A
interactions
 revent in-store browsers from shopping with
P
your competitors

ACQUIRE

#13

OPTIMIZE

FORM
ANALYTICS

ACQUIRE

#14

OPTIMIZE

PRODUCT
ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION
 nalyze customer interaction with forms to
A
optimize the goal completion rates. Form
analytics provide insights into how customers
use your forms and what fields may be
causing significant drop off. This can also
provide ideas on what options are most
frequently selected in combination with other
fields, allowing you optimize the form for the
highest conversion rate.

Value
Increase goal completion rates

ACQUIRE

OPTIMIZE

#15 ALIGN KPIs
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
 nalyze product performance on your
A
eCommerce site to understand what role
they play in the customer journey. Out of
stock products are common in eCommerce,
however when your paid media campaigns
are promoting out-of-stock products then
you have a problem.

Value
Increase conversion rates
Enhance customer experience

EXPERT
TIP

•P
 roducts should be analyzed on a far
greater set of metrics, rather than just
conversion rates. Some products may
have very little conversions, but drive
a significant amount of organic traffic
to the website.

 lign your marketing KPIs across all internal
A
and external stakeholders. When your
internal teams and external agencies are
relying on their own set of dashboards to
analyze their effectiveness, you are forcing
them to compete for conversion attribution
which results in inaccurate results, ineffective
resource allocation, and inconsistent
customer experience.

Value
Increase marketing effectiveness
Enhance customer experience

ACQUIRE

PAID MEDIA

#16

RETARGETING

ACQUIRE

#17

OPTIMIZE

FUNNEL
OPTIMIZATION

ACQUIRE

#18

OPTIMIZE

SMART
ALERTS

DESCRIPTION
 nalyze the onsite purchase funnel with a
A
fine-tooth comb. This will ensure you are
making the most of the traffic that is coming
to your website and will help you identify
major improvement opportunities.

Value
DESCRIPTION
 ynchronize onsite behavior data across
S
all channels, including email and paid
media, to ensure customers are exposed
to the most relevant and personalized
content from your brand.

Value
Optimize paid media ROI
Increase effectiveness of retargeting
campaigns
Increase conversion rates

Improve conversion rates
Enhance customer experience

DESCRIPTION
 et AI do the anomaly detection for you, so you
L
can focus on strategy and operationalization
of insights and new campaigns. AI-based
smart alerts will notify you when a metric goes
outside of the usual behavior pattern. Rulebased anomaly detection is helpful; however it
is extremely limited as customers consistently
change their behavior patterns in line with
seasonality or even days of the week.

Value

EXPERT
TIP

• Segment synchronization across all
channels allows you to re-engaging
customers via the most cost-effective
channel and prevents wasting money
on customers that already completed
the transaction.

 ave time by not having to monitor key
S
performance metrics and indicators on a
daily basis
 pot issues at the top of the funnel, before
S
they result in a decline in eCommerce revenue

ACQUIRE

#19

LANDING PAGES

INVITE A
FRIEND

ACQUIRE

#20

WEBSITE

SMART
COUPONS

DESCRIPTION

ACQUIRE

SOCIAL

#21

LINKEDIN
LEADGEN FORMS

DESCRIPTION

 ive your customers a reason to invite
G
their friends and family to experience the
great products and services that you have
to offer. Undoubtedly, several of your
existing customers have already come
through a referral or recommendation by
your previous customers. You need to be
in control of the referral activities, but more
importantly, you must reward your most
loyal customer base.

 everage LinkedIn lead gen forms to
L
encourage prospective customers to
complete a desired goal. These forms allow
customers to sign-up to your promotions or
to download whitepapers without having to
leave the LinkedIn website or app.

Value
Enhance customer experience

Value
Increase customer loyalty
 row your customer base through
G
leveraging existing customers that are likely
to have the same interests as their friends

DESCRIPTION
 end time-sensitive coupons that are aimed
S
at increasing the basket amount only to
customers that show high propensity to
convert in the session. Coupons given to
customers before they are ready to transact
and coupons that are eligible for a lower
transaction amount than the customer
intends to spend do nothing but decrease
the margin.

Value
Increase conversion rates
Decrease in-session churn
Increase average basket size

EXPERT
TIP

• Run multiple copies of the ad,
targeting different job roles, industry
verticals, or interests. This will allow
you to segment incoming leads on
their way in rather than having to
ask additional questions in the form.

NURTURE

EMAIL

#22

ABANDONED
BASKET

NURTURE

#23

EMAIL

PRODUCT
REVIEWS

DESCRIPTION

NURTURE

EMAIL

#24

CATEGORY
TRIGGERS

DESCRIPTION

 end an automated email message or
S
a sequence of messages to customers
that started filling their basket but did yet
completed the checkout process.

 end weekly automated messages to
S
customers that have shown a significant
intent to buy or are predicted to buy from
your high-value category. These messages
will need a custom design to stand out from
your regular newsletter communications
and transactional messages.

Value
 ecover lost sales by reminding customers
R
about items left in their basket or cart

DESCRIPTION
 sk your customers to review the product
A
they purchased (or key stages of the
customer journey, if you are providing a
service). This will provide you with valuable
insights and improvement opportunities,
but more importantly, it will indicate to your
customers that you care.

Value
Increase revenue from your high value
product categories
Increase customer LTV

Value
Increase repeat purchase rates
Prevent customer churn

EXPERT
TIP

• Ensure the basket is automatically
rebuilt when customers click on the
link in the email. It is not a great
experience when customers click on a
”View Basket” link in an email just to
find their basket is empty.

EXPERT
TIP

•P
 re-populate the product review
form with all relevant information.
Any extra steps, such as asking the
customer to login, will decrease the
number of reviews.

EXPERT
TIP

• Extend the category trigger with
a sequence of messages and
suppress the customer from other
non-essential communications to
maximize the likelihood to convert.

NURTURE

WEBSITE

#25

BASKET
BUILDER

NURTURE

EMAIL

#26 PRICE DROP

DESCRIPTION

NURTURE

#27

EMAIL

BIRTHDAY

DESCRIPTION

 ffer supplementary products on the
O
checkout page that are either part of the
same look or products that are frequently
purchased together with the main item in
the basket.

 end your customers a
S
Happy Birthday
email with a coupon code as a token of
appreciation for doing business with you.
Regardless of how much (or little) customers
engaged with your brand in the past, everyone
appreciates a personalized birthday greeting.

Value

Value

Increase average basket size

 irthday emails generate 5x more transactions
B
than any other promotional messages
Generate almost 2x click-through rates

DESCRIPTION
 otify customers when the price of an item
N
that they have been looking at has decreased.
This is a great way of securing sales, because
you know that customer has already shown
interest in the product at the higher price.
Even a small price drop could nudge these
customers to convert. It creates a sense of
urgency, as the item may sell out.

EXPERT
TIP

• Ensure the recommended add-on
products are within the same relative
price range as the products already
in the basket. You don’t want to be
recommending $150 shoes with a
$50 dress.

Value
Increase revenue through additional sales
Increase customer engagement with
newsletters, as price-drop emails are
genuinely relevant and highly valuable

 est performing campaign for re-engaging
B
dormant customers

NURTURE

#28

EMAIL

ANNIVERSARY

NURTURE

#29

OPTIMIZE

PREDICT
CUSTOMER
SPEND

NURTURE

#30

EMAIL

ANNUAL
SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION
 everage AI to predict customer spend.
L
Knowing the predicted customer spend in the
next 30 days can help tailor the messaging
to persuade low-value customers to increase
the size of their next basket and to maximize
the conversions from the high-value
predicted spend customers.

Value
Increase customer LTV
Increase the average basket size
Accelerate the conversion funnel

DESCRIPTION
 nniversaries are a great reason to celebrate A
whether it is celebrating a significant milestone
in your business or an anniversary of the
first or last transaction of the customer.
Anniversary emails with incentives are a great
way to get the attention of your customers
without having to discount for the sake of
discounting (as this devalues the perception
of your brand).

Value

DESCRIPTION
 end your customers an annual summary
S
email highlighting the key milestones in
your brand relationship. It is a great way to
celebrate achievements and the impact they
have made. This is highly effective for utilities,
telco or subscription businesses, as it provides
an opportunity to point out opportunities to
save money or take up additional services and
products that reflect their needs.

Value
Increase customer engagement

Re-engage dormant customers

Increase conversion rate on upsell products

Increase Customer LifeTime Value (CLTV)

Enhance customer relationship

NURTURE

#31

EMAIL

LIFECYCLE
EMAILS

DESCRIPTION
 uide your customers through the lifecycle
G
with a sequence of emails sent during key
milestones of the customer journey. These
messages are helpful where the transaction
includes a number of steps or where the
initial user adoption is key for increased
customer value.

Value
Increase engagement
Increase product adoption
Decrease inbound calls to customer support

NURTURE

#32

EMAIL

REPLENISHMENT
EMAIL

DESCRIPTION
 emind your customers that they may
R
be running low on certain product. Each
consumable and perishable product has a
predictable lifespan or a use-by date. Nudge
customers when you know they may be
running low on your product to ensure they
don’t end up buying an alternative from a
competitor at the last minute.

Value

NURTURE

#33

OPTIMIZE

CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION
 isualize the paths that customers take
V
to complete certain actions, whether it is
purchases, signing up to competitions or
downloading a whitepaper. Customer path
visualization is an effective way to identify
opportunities, as well as bottlenecks in the
customer journey that are preventing them
to convert.

Value

Increase customer LTV

Enhance customer experience

Enhance customer experience

Increase goal completion rates

NURTURE

OPTIMIZE

#34

CONVERSION
ATTRIBUTION

NURTURE

#35

OPTIMIZE

RFM E
MODELING

DESCRIPTION

NURTURE

OPTIMIZE

#36

SEGMENT
ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION

 easure channel performance and visualize
M
the value that each channel brings for driving
customers towards the conversion goal.
Gain a better understanding of the role that
each channel plays in informing prospective
customers about the product and nurturing
towards conversion.

 verlay your marketing segments over
O
the marketing KPIs and analytics. Better
alignment will ensure that each marketing
campaign is driving the desired KPI
uplifts and, more importantly, the uplift is
immediately measurable.

Value

Value
Optimize best channel mix

Improved effectiveness of marketing
campaigns

Increase the effectiveness of each
individual channel

Increased customer engagement through
enhanced contact frequency

DESCRIPTION
 core your customers based on Recency,
S
Frequency of Engagement, as well as
Monetary Value. Consistent monitoring of
these metrics will ensure your customer
nurture efforts are paying off. It will also
allow you to stay on top of customer churn
prevention activities.

EXPERT
TIP

• Google Analytics provides an
inaccurate view into the true channel
attribution and misses 10-15%
of customer interactions. Use a
solution that provides more accurate
data and visualizing attribution by
individual customer segment.

Value
Increase customer LTV
Decrease customer churn
 nhanced customer acquisition through
E
deeper understanding the traits of
high-value customers

EXPERT
TIP

• Ensure your marking analytics
segments are not only aligned
with the marketing campaigns, but
also immediately actionable for
campaign execution.

NURTURE

#37

EMAIL

STATEMENT
EMAIL

NURTURE

#38

EMAIL

SALE
EXTENDED

DESCRIPTION

TRANSACTIONAL
MESSAGE

 end time-sensitive and highly-relevant
S
transactional messages via SMS. This is highly
effective for messages that are genuinely
relevant to the recipient and require an
action to be taken by the customer, such as
order delivery notifications or appointment
reminders.

Value
Increase customer experience
Increase order collection

Value
Increase customer engagement

#39

SMS

DESCRIPTION

 end regular statement emails to show
S
your customers that you care about their
loyalty. It is also a highly effective way to
gamify the experience with your brand if the
product or service that you offer assumes
regular transactions. The statement emails
don’t necessarily have to indicate monetary
amount spent. Instead it could be focused on
customer value, such as distance travelled,
hours spent, products purchased or number
of accumulated points.

Increase the customer LTV

NURTURE

Increase conversion rates

DESCRIPTION
 xtend a sale exclusively to high-value
E
customers that have shown a significant
intent to purchase but did not convert.
“Sale Extended” campaigns are common
in eCommerce, however if you specialize
in premium products where ongoing sales
would be detrimental to long-term brand
perception, you should only extend the sale
to customers that indicated a high likelihood
to purchase but missed out.

Value
Increase revenue
Enhance customer experience

NURTURE

#40

EMAIL

OOOPS!

NURTURE

#41

EMAIL

IN-MARKET
TRIGGERS

NURTURE

#42

EMAIL

RATINGS AND
REVIEWS

DESCRIPTION
Identify when customers are in the market
for products that are related to significant
events in their life. Typical product category
triggers focus on a single product category,
whereas in-market events can span
multiple categories. For example, someone
expecting a baby is likely to be in the market
for baby clothing, furniture, carpets, etc.,
whereas someone moving may be in market
for cardboard boxes, new white goods,
furnishings, and gardening supplies.

DESCRIPTION
 istakes happen to the best of us. Use your
M
next mistake as an opportunity to increase
your customer engagement by sending an
apology email. Even if your customers did
not spot the initial mistake, they will certainly
appreciate the apology email. However, it is
not recommended to send an apology email
if you sent the same email to the same list of
recipients twice as that is a sure way to push
people to unsubscribe.

Value

Value
Increase customer LTV
Increase conversion rates
Increase customer engagement

DESCRIPTION
 how individual product reviews alongside your
S
product emails. Some of your deals may just
sound too good to be true and reviews by other
customers will reassure them that it is a genuine
deal that is worth exploring further.

Value

Increase customer loyalty

Increase conversion rates

Re-engage churning customers

Increase customer LTV

NURTURE

#43

EMAIL

VIP CONTENT

NURTURE

#44

EMAIL

SHIPPING
NOTIFICATIONS

NURTURE

EMAIL/MOBILE

#45

CROSSCHANNEL

DESCRIPTION
 eep your customers updated with delivery
K
notifications. It is a good practice to notify
customers when the order has left the
warehouse, as well as on the day the order
is scheduled to arrive. This provides your
customers with peace of mind that they will
not miss a delivery because they were not
home. The order notification provides an
additional opportunity to top up their basket
in case they forgot an item - without having to
pay for shipping a second time.

Value
DESCRIPTION
 eward your most loyal customers with
R
exclusive VIP content, offers, and even early
access to sale items before official public
release. This is a highly effective and simple
way to recognize your valuable customers, as
you always want to make sure that they do
not feel taken for granted or miss out on a
sale because the desired items are no longer
available in the size or color that they wanted.

Value
Increase customer LTV
Retain high value customers

Reduce inbound calls to customer support
Enhance customer experience

DESCRIPTION
 mplify performance by sending customers
A
a message across multiple channels
simultaneously. This significantly increases
the performance of your message as the
likelihood of the customer missing both
messages is very low. This works extremely
well when messages are highly relevant.

Value
Increase goal completion rates

EXPERT
TIP

• The individual channel contact
strategy should be the top priority.
Rather than sending the message to
multiple channels simultaneously, you
should stagger them, giving customers
a chance to read the email first and
suppress the push notification send if
the email has been opened.

NURTURE

EMAIL

#46 ALERTS

NURTURE

#47

OPTIMIZE

UNIFIED
CUSTOMER
PROFILE

DESCRIPTION

NURTURE

#48

OPTIMIZE

SEGMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

 llow your customers to subscribe to alerts.
A
This works exceptionally well when offering a
large variety of products that get updated on
a regular basis. It is very helpful for customers
to receive a summary of the latest additions
directly to their inbox, rather than them having
to remember to visit your website.

 evelop a clear cross-channel segmentation
D
strategy by identifying your key master
segments. A robust segmentation framework
based around your key marketing and
business value personas is the baseline for
your contact and content strategies. The
segmentation framework should be clear to
your entire marketing organization to ensure
every single customer interaction is designed
to increase marketing ROI.

Value
Increase customer engagement
Increase customer LTV

DESCRIPTION
 nify customer profiles into a single location.
U
This is the first step for effective cross-channel
customer engagement and will enable you
to enhance the performance of all digital
channels, rather than analyzing the customer
behavior through the lens of each individual
channel. After all, consumers interact with
brands rather than individual channels.

Value
Increase marketing ROI
Enhance customer experience
Increase customer LTV
Prevent churn

Value
Increase customer engagement
Increase customer LTV
Increase marketing ROI

NURTURE

#49

EMAIL

BACK IN
STOCK

GROW

#50

EMAIL

SOCIAL PROOF

DESCRIPTION

GROW

EMAIL

#51

ANIMATED
IMAGES

DESCRIPTION

Inform customers when the items they
browsed earlier are back in stock. This
should be used only for products where
customers have shown a significant
interest, but the variant of the specific
product that they looked at was out of
stock. This could be the entire product,
or in more advanced scenarios, a specific
size or color of the product.

 everage animated images to capture
L
recipients’ attention with GIF animations. This
can be used to showcase more products
from the same category; showing the same
product from various angles; or showcasing
how the product works.

Value
Increase newsletter engagement rates

Value
Increase revenue; brands using back-in-stock
triggers report in receiving over 50% conversions
 ut of stock items could result in your
O
customers buying elsewhere; back in
stock triggers a new a great way to retain
high-value customers

DESCRIPTION
Indicate how many customers have viewed
or purchased the product today. This is
highly effective for products that have
limited stock, but also works well on
high-stock items as it signals that it is a
highly sought-after product.

Value
Increase conversion rates
Accelerate the buying funnel

EXPERT
TIP

• Subtly-animated images can be
highly effective in capturing
customers’ attention.
• Sign-up to PizzaExpress emails for
inspiration; they are experts at
animated emails.

GROW

#52

EMAIL

COUNTDOWN
TIMERS

GROW

#53

EMAIL

HYPERPERSONALIZE

GROW

WEBSITE

#54

ON-SITE
PERSONALIZATION

DESCRIPTION
 o above and beyond with newsletter
G
personalization. Particularly when providing a
wide variety of product categories, it is highly
effective to send your engaged newsletter
subscribers a hyper-personalized newsletter
that is focused on the top categories that the
customer has engaged with most recently.

Value
Increase newsletter engagement
Increase LTV

DESCRIPTION
 isplay a countdown for upcoming events or
D
to indicate how much time customers have
left to complete a goal before they miss out.
Countdown timers can show an alternative
call to action prior to an event, or after it. For
example, “the sale has now ended.”

Value
 ccelerate the buying funnel by driving
A
urgency

HIGH END ELECTRONICS CUSTOMER

ANONYMOUS VISITOR

DESCRIPTION
 ersonalize banners and blocks of content
P
based on interaction context, as well as
the customer profile. This will ensure that
customers’ web experience reflects the
desired outcomes.

Value
 ecrease visit bounce rates and increase
D
session interaction time
Increase conversions

EXPERT
TIP

• For maximum impact, leverage
real-time conversion and churn
probability, as well as the entire
existing customer profile, rather than
just what data is available in session.

GROW

#55

EMAIL

PERSONALIZED
IMAGES

GROW

#56

EMAIL

WEATHERBASED
CONTENT

DESCRIPTION

GROW

#57

EMAIL

HOW-TO
CONTENT

DESCRIPTION

 ersonalize text in images where appropriate.
P
It can be used to directly promote products
and services, such as showing a personalized
flight ticket with the customer’s name. But it
can also be used in a more subtle manner by
personalizing images that are purely used to
enhance customer experience.

 end how-to content to your newsletter
S
subscribers. This allows you to build a deeper
relationship with your audience rather than
a relationship that is purely focused around
your products and services.

Value
Increase customer engagement with emails

Value
 ersonalized images can be a highly
P
effective technique for increasing customer
engagement. Simple personalized hero
banners, such as in the example, increase
Click-to-Open rate by 1-2%.

DESCRIPTION
 ersonalize the email content based on the
P
weather where the recipient is located. This is
frequently used in the travel sector to showcase
the weather at the promoted destination or
in retail where product categories are directly
impacted by the local weather.

Value
Increase newsletter engagement rates

GROW

MOBILE

#58

RICH PUSH

DESCRIPTION
 eliver images, GIF animations, video, and
D
sounds via rich mobile push notifications
to customers that have opted-in to receive
messages from your app.

Value
 5% increase in engagement rates compared
2
to text-only push messages

GROW

#59

EMAIL

GMAIL
PROMOTIONS

DESCRIPTION
 ptimize your emails for the Gmail Promotions
O
tab. Every time you are running sensitive
offers and promotions, your emails need to be
optimized for the Promotions tab for maximum
exposure. This will ensure your emails render at
the top of the tab and consumers using other
Android devices, such as smart watches, will
automatically get notified when a time-sensitive
offer is about to expire.

Value
Increase customer engagement rates
Increase offer/deal conversion rates

EXPERT
TIP

• Use rich push in combination with
advanced customer targeting for
best performance.

GROW

#60

EMAIL

WEB CROP

DESCRIPTION
 etrieve content from your website and
R
render it automatically in your emails. It’s
highly effective for keeping your transactional
and BAU emails up to date with the latest
promotions and offers without having to
update them manually.

Value
Increase relevancy by ensuring email
content is aligned with the latest promotions
on your website
 ave time by not having to update triggered
S
and transactional messages manually

GROW

#61

EMAIL

ACTION
BUTTONS

DESCRIPTION
 reate interactive email content that allows
C
customers to interact with images and
explore the products in more detail. It
requires additional time to produce than
any other type of promotional email, but it
can be highly effective for significant product
launches where you really want to grab the
customer’s attention.

Value
Increase email engagement rates
Accelerate average time to convert

GROW

#62

EMAIL

ABANDONED
BROWSE

DESCRIPTION
 e-engage customers that have shown a mild
R
interest in a particular product when browsing
the website. This is very effective when the
email includes additional information to guide
the customer through the buying decision
process, as well as suggesting alternative
products from the same category and within
the same price range.

Value

GROW

EMAIL

#63 PERSONALIZATION
DESCRIPTION
 ersonalize the body of the message
P
with information that the customer has
volunteered during the subscription or
transaction process. This can be anything as
simple as personalizing the subject line with
a person’s name. You can even personalize
with the name of someone’s pet, as seen in
the pre-departure emails by PetsPyjamas.

Value

Increase customer engagement rates with
highly-relevant messaging

 ersonalized email copy can deliver
P
5x transaction rates

Increase Customer LifeTime Value (CLTV)

 ersonalized subject lines increase the
P
likelihood of emails opened by 25%

GROW

#64

EMAIL

BEST-TIME
TO SEND

GROW

#65

EMAIL

CAROUSEL
IN EMAIL

DESCRIPTION

GROW

#66

MOBILE

DEEP-LINKS
IN EMAIL

DESCRIPTION

 end triggered, as well as BAU communications,
S
at the time when the customer is most likely to
engage. This ensures that your emails always
appear at the top of their inbox, at times when
the customer is most likely to read them.
This can be achieved through an AI-enabled
marketing automation platform or even
through manual segmentation.

Include deep-links in emails that automatically
open a relevant page on the mobile app,
rather than driving your customers to the
website. This ensures a seamless experience
between the email and the app, ensuring
customers are directed to the exact content
rather than having to look for details
themselves which increasing drop-off rates.

Value

Value

 5% increase in engagement through
1
AI-based best sendout time

Increase app engagement
Improve customer experience
Increase in-app purchases

DESCRIPTION
Include a carousel in the header of the email
to allow customers to scroll through your top
offers. This way you are increasing customer
engagement, but also making the most of the
limited space above the fold.

Value
Increase email engagement rates
Increase offer uptake

GROW

#67

LANDING PAGE

PREFERENCE
CENTRE

GROW

#68

MOBILE

IN-APP
MESSAGES

GROW

#69

IN-STORE

IN-STORE
TERMINAL
ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION
 how timely and relevant messages to
S
your customers as they interact with your
mobile app. In-app notifications can be
shown to customers when they interact
with the app. They can be activated when a
user completes a certain action, when they
qualify for a particular audience or even by
combining both.

Value
Increase in-app goal completion rates
Increase conversion rates
Enhance user experience

DESCRIPTION
 apture explicit communication preferences
C
from each of your customers. Preferences, in
addition to basic contact details, are a simple
and effective way to enhance relevancy and
personalization of your marketing campaigns.

Value
Increase relevancy and customer
engagement with your communications

DESCRIPTION
 apture customer behavior in store as they
C
interact with interactive terminals and kiosks.
This could provide valuable insights on how you
can improve the customer experience in-store,
as well as identify cross-channel customers.

Value
Increase in-store conversion rates
Identify cross-channel customers in-store

GROW

OPTIMIZE

#70

INCREASE
IDENTIFICATION
RATES

GROW

#71

OPTIMIZE

CAMPAIGN
ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION

GROW

#72

MOBILE

MOBILE PUSH
OPT-IN

DESCRIPTION

Increase onsite customer identification and
cross-device matching rates. Marketers spend
months trying to create new automations that
deliver the same performance as their best
performing campaigns, however improving
identification can double the performance of
all existing programs.

Increase mobile push opt-in rates by ensuring
you only ask for permission to send push
notifications when the value to the customer
is explicitly clear. Also asking for their
likelihood to accept mobile push notifications
before showing the actual permission dialog
ensures you have a second chance to ask for
permission. Remember that on iOS devices
you can only ask for their permission once.

Value
Increase ROI of all existing behavior-based
campaigns

Value
Increased app usage

DESCRIPTION

EXPERT
TIP

• Improving customer identification
rates will improve the performance
of all your behavior-based
automated triggers. It will provide
far greater uplift than any other
improvement to email open rates.

 o more of what works best. Spot the best
D
and least performing campaigns at a glance.
Compare campaigns against the key metrics,
such as engagement and conversion rates.
Identify which automated campaigns are no
longer performing as well as they used to and
require additional improvement.

Value
Increase customer engagement rates
Improve campaign effectiveness

GROW

#73

EMAIL

BI MI

GROW

#74

EMAIL

NEWSLETTER
AUTOMATION

DESCRIPTION

GROW

#75

EMAIL

AMP EMAIL

DESCRIPTION

 nsure your logo is shown by adding Brand
E
Indicators for Message Identification (BIMI) to
your emails. This ensures that your messages
stand out in the recipient’s inbox, as well as
reassures the recipient that the message
has been genuinely sent by you rather than
a brand that pretends to be you. Or worse, a
phishing email aiming to gain access to their
personal information.

 se AMP to send interactive and dynamic
U
emails. AMP (Accelerated Mobile Pages)
allows customers to complete basic actions,
such as reserving a table in the restaurant
or completing a form without having to click
through to your website. While AMP Email
is still new (only supported by Gmail, Mail.ru
and Outlook.com) it can make your emails
much more attractive to those subscribers.

Value

Value

Increase customer engagement

Increase goal completion rates

Increase brand exposure

Double email engagement rates

DESCRIPTION
 utomate the newsletter production process
A
by generating the email message partially or
wholly using RSS feeds. Not only does this
speed up the content creation process, but
it also allows creating multiple variations of
dynamic emails at scale by combining feeds
from multiple categories and topics.

Value
Save time creating content
Increase newsletter engagement

GROW

#76

WEBSITE

BASKET
TOP-UP

DESCRIPTION
Incentivize your customers that are about to
check out to increase their basket size with a
timely and personalized offer. For example,
calculate how much more they need to
spend to qualify for free shipping and suggest
recommended products that are just above
the price point to qualify them for this offer.

Value
Increase average basket value
Increase conversion rates

GROW

#77

MOBILE

GAMIFY

DESCRIPTION
 amify the app experience by rewarding
G
customers with badges and showing them
how they are leveling up with a list of
loyalty-based achievements. Even if your
app is not an actual game, your customers
will feel appreciated and will keep working
towards the next badge. Badges are a great
way to persuade customers to express the
desired behavior that is linked to your key
engagement KPIs.

Value
Increase app usage
Increase customer loyalty
Enhance customer experience

GROW

#78

EMAIL

RESPONSIVE
DESIGN

DESCRIPTION
 edesign your emails for mobile-first
R
experiences with responsive and adaptive
techniques. Over 45% of your recipients
will be reading your emails on their mobile
devices and if your emails are not optimized
for mobile, it is very likely that the email will
be deleted regardless of how relevant and
personalized the content is.

Value
Increase customer engagement
Increase click-through rates on mobile

GROW

#79

MOBILE

MATCH MOBILE
TO EMAIL

GROW

#80

EMAIL

AUTORESPONDER
EMAIL

GROW

#81

EMAIL

USER
GENERATED
CONTENT

DESCRIPTION
 llow your customers to reply to your
A
newsletters. Replying to an email the
customer just received is by far the most
natural and convenient way of interacting
with a brand, however most brands opt
for directing responses to “noreply@” and
forcing customers to look for the contact
details on the “Contact Us” page. Customer
replies can either be directly routed to a
customer service email or they can trigger an
automated response to the customer.

Value
Decrease calls to customer service

DESCRIPTION
 sk your app users to identify themselves
A
during key stages of app interaction with
their email address. This will ensure that
you are able to link app browsing behavior
to their website behavior. Better customer
identification across multiple channels
ensures that you are tracking the whole
customer journey.

Value

Increase customer loyalty
Enhance customer experience

DESCRIPTION
 ncourage your customers to interact with
E
your #brand on social media and feature
user generated content in your next
email. This will act as social proof to other
prospective customers that your brand is
admired by thousands of people like them.
It will also increase the engagement rates by
people that do interact on social media, as
they will be looking out for their post to be
featured in the next email.

Value
Increase your brand presence on
social media

Improves cross-channel attribution

Increase customer engagement

Increase customer LTV

Increase customer loyalty

GROW

#82

EMAIL

CALENDAR
INVITES

GROW

#83

EMAIL

GMAIL ACTIONS

DESCRIPTION

GROW

#84

EMAIL

PRE-HEADER

DESCRIPTION

Include calendar invites in any time-sensitive
notifications that require customer action.
While it may not be appropriate to do this
for seasonal sale notifications, customers will
appreciate a calendar invite for when their
order or engineer is scheduled to arrive.

 nsure the pre-header text contains
E
additional information to nudge the customer
to open your emails. The pre-header is a
snippet of text that email clients render
alongside the subject line to help customers
understand whether your email is relevant.
Treat it as an extension of your subject line.

Value

Value

Enhance customer experience

Increase email open rate

Improve operational efficiency by avoiding
failed deliveries
Increase goal completion rates

DESCRIPTION
 rovide your Gmail users with “singleP
click” actions without having to
open the email with Gmail Actions.
This allows customers to access
the necessary information with a
single click. Opt-in confirmations
and accessing delivery tracking are
highly effective examples that your
customers will find extremely helpful.

Value
Enhance customer experience
Increase goal completion rates

GROW

#85

EMAIL

HIDE PRICES

GROW

#86

EMAIL

EMAIL GAMES

GROW

#87

EMAIL

VIDEO
IN EMAIL

DESCRIPTION
 reate interactive games and experiences,
C
such as “Spin the wheel” or “Click to reveal”
to get your customers to click through to
your website. It is a very simple way of driving
large quantities of traffic to the website
without necessarily having to rely on sales and
discounts, yet still keeping your customers
engaged. More importantly, you stop
customers from continuing to browse emails
from your competitors.

Value
Increase email engagement
Enhance customer experience

DESCRIPTION
 iding the price of products or only showing
H
part of the information is a great way of
getting your customers to click through to the
website. After all, email is not supposed to
be used as a catalogue, but rather as a way
to drive people to your website - where you
have many more tactics to keep customers
engaged at your disposal.

Value
Increase email click-through rates

DESCRIPTION
Include videos or a link to a video in your
next newsletter campaign. Videos, just like
any other interactive content, increases the
likelihood of customers clicking through to
your website. It works exceptionally well with
product launches, teasers, behind the scenes,
and event testimonials from customers.

GROW

#88

EMAIL

KINETIC
EMAIL

GROW

EMAIL

#89

LOCALIZE

GROW

#90

EMAIL

SEARCH
IN EMAIL

DESCRIPTION
 end localized content to each individual
S
recipient in their native language, but also reflect
the types of offers and products that are more
relevant to location of the recipient. This can also
be applied to local store stock availability.

Value
Enhance customer experience
Increase customer LTV

DESCRIPTION
 reate more engaging email experiences
C
with Kinetic email techniques. This allows
customers to click on certain zones in the
email to change the hero image. It is a great
way to showcase multiple product variants
and allow you to showcase a wider range
of products from the same category. Email
clients that do not support Kinetic email will
render the default (static) email content.

Value

Increase
customer engagement with
your emails
Enhance customer experience

DESCRIPTION

EXPERT
TIP

•A
 s content localization increases the
campaign production times, ensure you
have a solution that helps streamline
local content production. You also
may want to test the performance
uplift to assess whether the additional
localization costs provide a healthy ROI.

Include a search bar in your regular newsletter
communications if your typical customer
journey frequently starts with customers
searching for possible options. This is highly
effective in travel, car rental, and product
comparison businesses.

Value
Increase click-through rates
Increase goal completion rates

GROW

#91

EMAIL

QR CODES

GROW

#92

EMAIL

OPEN-TIME
PERSONALIZATION

GROW

#93

MOBILE

LOCATION
BASED
NOTIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION
 ender personalized content at the point of
R
email open. Contrary to the content being
generated at the point of the email send,
open-time personalization ensures that the
content of the email is most up to date and
most relevant to the customer when they
choose to open the email. This ensures that
customers are not shown products that have
sold out or are no longer relevant.

Value
Increase customer engagement

DESCRIPTION
Improve the customer experience as they move
from online to offline by including QR codes in
your email communications. QR codes that can
be redeemed in your stores not only simplify
the customer experience, but also provide a
valuable data point to link a customer’s online
journey to in-store purchases to facilitate
cross-channel attribution.

Value
Improved cross-channel attribution

Increase conversion rates

DESCRIPTION
 se customers’ physical location as a trigger
U
to initiate interactions. This is highly effective
for driving high value customer traffic to the
stores when they are nearby. You can use
this to nudge customers to try out a product
they have seen online or the sale items that
are also available in store. You can also use
this to accelerate the collections process by
informing the warehouse team when the
customer is nearby.

Value

Increased traffic to offline channels

Increase store visits

Enhanced customer experience

Enhance customer experience

GROW

#94

OPTIMIZE

LIST
CLEANSING

RETAIN

#95

EMAIL

EMAIL
RE-ENGAGEMENT

DESCRIPTION

RETAIN

WEBSITE

#96 EXIT INTENT
DESCRIPTION

 lean up your customer database by
C
removing contacts that have not engaged
with your marketing communications.
Contacting customers that have disengaged
decreases the average performance of all
your campaigns but can also be detrimental
to your deliverability rates. Not only will
this help you decrease costs, but it will also
provide more time to focus on customers
that do want to hear from you.

 isplay an overlay/pop-over when a
D
prospective customer is about to leave
the page without completing the desired
goal. These can be triggered either when
the customer is moving the mouse to close
the tab or when the AI is predicting a high
likelihood to abandon the session.

Value
Decrease session churn

Value

Decrease paid media retargeting

Increase engagement rates
Increase inbox placement rates
Save costs

DESCRIPTION
 end messages to a customer that abandoned
S
a goal completion process. This can be applied
to any industry where the action by the
customer has indicated a significant intent to
complete a goal and the goal is of significant
value to both the brand and the customer.

Value
Retain valuable customers
 educe call-center enquiries by pre-empting
R
customer questions with proactive communications

EXPERT
TIP

• As per the example, rather than asking
for an email address, explain the value
of providing the email address in the
context of what the customer was
trying to achieve.

RETAIN

#97

OPTIMIZE

UNSUBSCRIBE
PAGE

RETAIN

#98

EMAIL

CHURN
PREVENTION

DESCRIPTION

OPTIMIZE

#99 DELIVERABILITY
DESCRIPTION

 llow customers to decrease the contact
A
frequency or adjust their interests when they
click the “Unsubscribe” button. In most cases,
when customers click “Unsubscribe” they
simply indicate that the messages may no
longer be relevant, or the contact frequency
is higher than they expected. If you provide
an option to adjust their preferences, they
are more likely to increase their engagement
with your communications.


Increase
email inbox placement rates by
increasing your deliverability. You have spent
a significant amount of time and money
growing your existing customer database, so
don’t let it go to waste with poor deliverability
rates. Poor deliverability will prevent you
from reaching your high-value customers,
which will result in your customers gradually
disengaging with your brand entirely.

Value

Value



Retain newsletter subscribers

Prevent existing customer churn
Increase customer engagement

Re-engage churning customers
 ain better insights into the reasons
G
why people choose to unsubscribe

RETAIN

DESCRIPTION
 e-engage customers that are very likely
R
to churn, either by disengaging with your
newsletter communications or exhibiting a
significant drop in repeat purchase rates. Churn
prevention campaigns are a highly cost-effective
way to retain customers that otherwise may
stop engaging with you altogether.

Value
Increase customer retention
Increase customer LTV

ACQUIRE NURTURE GROW RETAIN

#100

OPTIMIZE

,
Improve your strategy, don t replace it
DESCRIPTION
 on’t panic and feel like you have to overhaul your entire digital marketing strategy now. Instead, start
D
by identifying and prioritizing the tactics that will provide the greatest uplift within the least amount of
time and generate the biggest ROI. With Mapp Cloud, you can continue to do what you’re doing, but rely
on the power of customer insights to optimize your marketing tactics.

BUILD YOUR OWN

INTERACTIVE
DIGITAL MARKETING PLAYBOOK
www.improveyour.marketing

“

Having worked with another marketing cloud vendor for a number of

years we decided that it was time to review our tech stack so that it was in line
with our growth plans and ambitions. We reviewed all the major market players
including the most frequently mentioned enterprise solutions. It was evident
that Mapp took time to understand our needs now but also our road map. The
team and I are confident that Mapp is future proofing our business. The scoping
of our project onboarding requirements and its subsequent deployment has
been nothing short of first class. The support Mapp has put in
place has made Quint feel like we are an important client and the
account managers really want us to be successful. We are excited
about what we can achieve together in the years ahead.
DANNY MAHON Group Marketing Director, Quint

”

MAPP CLOUD PROVIDES THE FASTEST TIME
FROM AHA!
TO

CLICKS

 If you want to find out how Mapp can help you improve your digital marketing or how you can
implement the tactics listed in this guide, schedule a 30 minute demo with us.

SCHEDULE A DEMO
www.mapp.com/request-demo
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